
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 14 January 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Aiden A for many fantastic contributions to Science lessons and working really 

hard in the Energy unit. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Laila J, Kadie - Lee M and Sami B for showing determination to succeed in 

Spanish lessons. Well done; Leighton P for improved attitude and focus in Spanish lessons. Keep it up! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Alydia H for always being polite and friendly and completing some excellent 

work this week in maths. Well done; Adeola T for showing great determination in her maths lessons and making 

great contributions in lessons; Joshua G for showing great determination and resillience in his maths lessons and 

proving to himself that he CAN do it; Honey C for always showing every academy value 100% of the time. Really 

impressed with the effort you put into your maths lessons; Bethany E for doing some amazing work during our 

angles topic. Well done and keep up the hard work; Leon P for showing great focus and determination in his maths 

lessons. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Honey C for always demonstrating our three core values and always 

completing a brilliant standard of work in Geography; David C for showing brilliant determination in History. 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Joel M for excellent verbal answers on the topic energy; Olivia C for doing the 

right thing, every single lesson. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Joel M for showing excellent determination in his answers to cold call 

questions this week; Madeleine S for showing excellent determination in her creative writing in Thursday's lesson; 

David A for showing excellent determination in his answers to cold call questions this week. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Mostafa I for always putting 100% into your English lessons; Emily R for always 

being polite and showing a huge amount of respect in every English lesson; Alydia H for being friendly and polite in 

every lesson and always showing determination to succeed. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Calum K for showing respect by always being polite in and outside of the 

classroom; Freeman W for always being determined to succeed and having great curiosty about events in history; 

Sofia M for always being positive towards her learning and having an excellent attitude. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Sofia M for always being determined to excel and trying to do all the tasks 

independently; Mazigh G for always being polite, respectful and determined to do the right thing. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 14 January 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Miles Y for asking some fantastic questions and developing a scientific way of 

thinking. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ava A and Clayton D for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Amy D for making an outstanding start to her new maths class, displaying 

amazing focus and a great work ethic; Juozas S for making an amazing start to his new maths class and always being 

polite and friendly; Grace R for making a great start to her new maths class and always showing integrity and 

respect. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Crystal R for always saying good morning to me and asking about my day; 

Miolly P for integrity in netball club by helping to get the equipment out and set up so we could start quickly; Grace 

P for showing the value of integrity by always helping to give books our in DEAR time. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Leah P for always showing great enthusiasm in History; Marc J for brilliant 

contributions in History; Gian T for amazing contributions in History and a great attitude to learning; Sharon O for 

always demonstrating our three core values every single lesson; Ava A for brilliant contributions during History. 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Grace R for always giving 100% in her grography lessons; Brody T for being 

a polite and respectful member of our advisory; Christiana O for using some great geographica key terms. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Leah P for showing excellent determination with her independent revision 

for English - great effort! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Logan B for putting 100% effort into every English lesson and always showing 

a huge amount of respect. Good job; Leonardo M for demonstrating amazing focus in English. Keep it up! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Blake G for a huge improvement in attitude and some excellent knowledge 

being demonstrated; Riley H for sharing his brilliant art with me, Prometheus the Royal, and also showing good 

understanding in lesson; Emily D for taking independent notes during the lesson and showing really good focus; 

Damilola A for having a really positive attitude to learning and work; Alicia A for fantastic attitude to learning this 

week and some excellent contributions in lesson. 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate Logan B & Damilola A for outstanding effort and application in gymnastics; 

Leah P and Nathan C for showing the value of integrity by picking up litter with me at break. Did not have to but 

helped anyway; all of Year 8  for outstanding focus / application each and every day in Morning Meeting. Keep it it. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Imogen B for always demonstrating integrity, determination and respect in 

and out of lessons. Well done; Chay B for his positive contributions in Geography; Ali B for showing respect in and 

out of lessons. Keep it up; Eoin R for asking some excellent questions and engaging in the lesson. Brilliant! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 14 January 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Louie D for asking some fantastic questions and developing a scientific way of 

thinking. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Bruno B, Kyra S and Charley B for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done; Harry M for improved attitude and focus in Spanish lessons. Keep it up! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Calum J for making an amazing start in his new maths class. Really impressed 

with your hard work and accurate answers; Alfie N for making a great start to his new maths class. Keep up your 

great contributions and hard work; Morgan D for making a brilliant start to her new maths class. Keep up your hard 

work and great focus; Sophie E for making a brilliant start to her new maths class. Really impressed with your 

confidence and contributions; Alfie B for a brilliant contribution during his Maths class this week! Great to see how 

hard you are working! 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Louie D for always being a kind and respectful member of the class in history 

and DEAR time; Morgan D for always being kind and considerate as well as working hard; Jorgie F for amazing 

enthusiasm in History and excellent contirbutions; Calum J for excellent contributions in History and in DEAR; Grace 

O for always demonstrating our three core values and for completing excellent standards of work in History. 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Molly L for improvement in science. Excellent work and contributions to 

lessons. Well done Molly; Ryan J for doing the right thing, every single lesson. 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate David R for his kindness to and help with, a pupil that had fallen on the stairs. 

Well done; Ruby O for her positive attitude and helpfulness. Well done. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Lillie W for showing excellent determination in English, with some really 

strong work produced. Well done! 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Kyra S for a fantastic attitude and work rate in History; Alfie N for a brilliant 

attitude in his History lessons - well done! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Alfie B for showing a huge amount of determination to succeed in English; 

Kayden D for showing brilliant focus in English and providing some excellent contributions. Keep it up; Kyra S for 

always being focused, respectful and a genuine pleasure to teach. Good work! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Joel R for always demonstrating a brilliant attitude in lessons and being a 

positive influence in the class; Ellierose M for contributing to the lesson positively and always working hard; Ethan 

G for positive contributions and actions in lessons, well done; Viesturs K for always contributing positively and 

demonstrating the powerful knowledge we learn whenever required; Lexi K for a much improved attitude in lessons 

during the week, well done. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Alexander G for always being determined to finish the task at a high standard. 

Keep it up! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 14 January 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Khaia A for many fantastic contributions to Science lessons and working really 

hard in the chemical bonds unit. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Sam F, Hannah S, Lucy O and Oresti K for showing determination to succeed in 

Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Preslav M for always working hard and showing great focus in all his maths 

lessons; Connor H for making a great start to his new maths class and showing great engagement in his lessons; 

Sadie A for always showing a great attitude in maths and working hard; James H for showing all academy values in 

every maths lesson and working so hard; Khaia A for making some wonderful contributions in maths and showing 

amazing engagement; Steven B for always showing great focus and making great notes in his maths lessons. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Luke G for always completing his work to a brilliant standard; Ethan T for a 

really improved attitude in History; Paul I for always working extremely hard in History; Hannah S for demonstrating 

brilliant knowledge in History; Ellie-Mai M for a brilliant attidue in History and a resolve to work hard! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Alan G for doing the right thing, every single lesson. 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Tom M, Ethan T and Adam C for effort in and contribution to our maths 

lesson. Well done! 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Lee W, Kyriaki G and Preslav M for providing excellent answers and 

demonstrating excellent knowledge of Macbeth. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Annie B for a fabulous attitude and work rate in History; Michael T for a 

fantastic focus and understanding shown in History. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate James H for providing some excellent contributions in English and always 

showing both determination and respect. Keep it up! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Taylor C for showing real determination to work hard and make progress 

this week, well done; Gbolade T for having a really improved focus and attitude since we returned. Your knowledge 

recall has been outstanding, well done; Leighton H for being more determined than ever to complete work and 

work independently, well done; Natasha T for working extremely hard in lessons and being focused at all times, 

well done; Tom M for vast improvements this week in attitude and completion of work; really impressive. Well 

done! 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Kyle P for always showing respect and determination, for always being polite; 

Tom H for ending our lessons this week by showing respect and real determination to work hard and contribute. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 14 January 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Kamil L for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; 

Taylor L for always challenging himself to improve his work in Spanish lessons. Keep it up! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Conner M, Joshua M, Sarah W, Callum A, and Harry F for 100% every lesson 

across our three core values. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Alex S and Abigail V for excellent contributions in our English lessons this 

week - great effort; all students who attended English revision for showing real determination to succeed by 

putting in the extra effort ahead of the mocks and final exams. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Jack T for an absolutely outstanding attitude and work rate in History. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Alex S for showing determination to succeed with quality revision and focus 

in lessons; Thomas H for a really positive attitude towards the Cold War study and demonstration of good 

knowledge; Conner M for a really positive attitude towards the Cold War study and demonstration of good 

knowledge; Emilie H for always showing determination to improve and be the best student you can be. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Diana R for always showing a great attitude to your work and your 

determination to do well (while helping others); Yanetsi L for showing great determination to understand 

coursework tasks and to complete them, Well done; Lara B for showing determination to be fully prepared for 

upcoming coursework tasks; Ava R for having a well organised 100% folder which has helped you be better 

prepared for upcoming coursework tasks; Caitlin S for showing determination in our lessons  - and always being 

polite and smiling; Emilie H for showing integrity and hard work in preparation for upcoming coursework tasks. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate all students who attended sociology revision for showing determination to 

do well in their mocks by revising everyday. Well done! 

 

 


